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Abstract
Flexibility will be required as more renewable generation is integrated in the power system. Therefore, entities such as
Flexibility Service Providers (FSPs) have emerged who can control a diverse set of resources in their portfolio to provide
requested flexibility. An accurate and reliable assessment of the amount of dispatchable flexibility in FSP’s portfolio
considering demand response activation, ramp rate, and post-activation rebound effects, etc. is important. In case FSP
portfolio cannot fulfill the flexibility request, it must be known beforehand to avoid imbalance penalties. In this paper,
we propose three flexibility quantification metrics: Expected Unserved Flexible Energy (EUFE), Expected Duration of
Insufficient Flexibility (EDIF), and Expected Flexibility Index (EFI). These metrics are calculated using scenario-based
simulations. The three metrics provide the FSP with quantifiable as well as graphical information on the magnitude and
the duration of insufficient flexibility well ahead of gate closure time. This helps the FSP to design appropriate demand
response programs (DRPs) and formulate their operational policy. These metrics account for uncertainty in forecasts
of flexibility requests by evaluating multiple scenarios by conducting an operational simulation. With a representative
case study, it is shown how an FSP can use the metrics to design DRPs, and when needed, schedule intraday market
participation.
Keywords: flexibility quantification, flexibility service provider, statistical methods, power systems

1. Introduction
The increased flexibility needs in power systems have
created an attractive opportunity for actors such as aggregators to act as Flexibility Service Providers (FSPs).
The FSPs find customers in entities such as Virtual Power
Plants (VPPs), Balance Responsible Party (BRP), Transmission System Operators (TSO), Distribution System Operators (DSO) who require flexibility to alleviate problems
such as congestion management, feeder voltage management, forecast error correction, uncertain net-load ramps
management, etc. Of particular interest are the flexibility needs arising specifically from the forecasting of power
generation of variable renewable energy sources (VRES)
present at various levels in the grid. Since weather cannot
be forecasted much ahead of time, the actual power generation varies from the forecasted power generation, leading
to requirements for correction of forecasting errors.
The BRP holds the responsibility to manage its imbalance before the system operator (SO) takes over the responsibility of management and settlement of imbalances
(typically 3-4 Program Time Units (PTU) before the time
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of delivery. 1 PTU = 15 mins). The penalties for causing system imbalances are already large, and expected to
increase even further in the future [1]. As such, it is of
interest to the BRP to arrange the required flexibility beforehand to avoid any imbalance penalties. Enabled by
a growing communication infrastructure, the FSPs utilize
advanced control and coordination techniques to control
a pool of flexible resources which can provide valuable
flexibility to the BRPs [2, 3]. Typically, these resources
consist of distributed generators (DG), thermostatically
controlled loads (TCLs) (refrigeration systems, thermal
storage, buildings, etc.), power-to-gas (P2G) systems, etc.
This flexibility from the FSP can be purchased by the BRP
from short-term markets such as the intraday markets [4],
be contracted by the BRP as a bilateral agreement, or
some form of a demand response market (DRX) [5]. Alternatively, the FSP can operate in close cooperation with
the BRP, by controlling the resources in the BRP portfolio
to fulfill the BRP’s flexibility needs. The advantage of this
idea is that the internal imbalances caused by the activation of flexibility are known to the BRP, and are managed
as part of the flexibility provision scheme [6]. Such a model
is already used by energy suppliers in the Netherlands [7].
In either case, it is crucial for the FSP to accurately
assess and quantify the flexibility of its portfolio in order
to provide reliable service. Estimating the flexibility of a
pool of resources, however, is a challenging task. A pool of
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resources can have a diverse set of characteristics such as
ramp rates, up/downtimes, power ratings, etc. If the characteristics of each of the resources are represented as a set
of static time-invariant values such as power deviations,
ramp rates, etc., then methods derived from set theory
can be used to represent the aggregated flexibility. This is
referred to as the available flexibility. The amount of flexibility that can be dispatched, however, can be different. It
can be constrained by factors such as device inter-temporal
constraints, network capacity constraints, the geospatial
spread of the flexible resources on the network, and even
the operational strategy employed. Furthermore, the uncertainty of the flexible load demand and the VRES generation can lend additional complexity to the problem of
quantification. This much more constrained form of flexibility is referred to as the operational flexibility. In this
paper, we propose three metrics to quantify operational
flexibility.
A few studies [2, 8, 9] have quantified available flexibility in power systems, but not the operational flexibility. In
[10], the authors formulate an optimal policy for energyconstrained battery systems. In this reference, flexibility
is defined as the maximum time a set of battery systems
can follow a power reference signal before exhausting its
energy. However, the authors do not consider ramp constraints, the network constraints, and are limited to consideration of upward flexibility, i.e., the battery systems
that can only discharge. In [11], the authors investigate
the flexibility of a flexible resource from its location in the
grid. The proposed methodology, however, does not indi-

↓

Upward and downward directions

cate the aggregated flexibility from all such resources in
the grid and does not take into account the operational
strategy of the FSP. An interesting take on flexibility is
seen in [12] where the authors propose a flexibility metric
that does account for transmission limits. The flexibility
of the system is quantified as a tuple of lower and upper
bounds of the largest uncertainty under which the system
can remain operationally feasible. The metric introduced
in [12] is a deterministic one, derived from solving a robust optimization problem. Although robust optimization
guarantees the feasibility and optimality of the solution
even against the worst-case scenario, it does not provide
an expected solution, which is more relevant for studies
on the short-term markets, especially the intraday markets [13, 14]. In [15], the authors introduce the Normalized Flexibility Index as a metric to quantify flexibility in
individual generating resources and the power system as a
whole. The authors use deployable range, the summation
of total power deviation, and the average ramp rate, to
calculate the contribution of each resource to system flexibility. This approach is developed only for generation-side
flexibility. Authors in [16] provide insights on the quantification of flexibility in the context of supply adequacy
and reserve requirement in power systems. The quantification metric is derived from a process control paradigm,
where three-dimensional polyhedra are used to represent
available flexibility. The authors use this notion to assess
the balancing reserves and flexibility in supply to meet
the demand. However, the measure does not include flexibility from responsive demand or sector coupling. More
2

recently, authors in [17] have proposed two tools: Flexibility Solution Modulation Stack and Flexibility Solution
Contribution Distribution to quantify flexibility from the
perspective of the entity providing it, i.e. the FSP. Their
focus in quantifying flexibility is limited to only power system components, and cannot take into account the flexibility from sector coupling. The authors in [18, 19, 20]
have proposed flexibility envelopes. The primary purpose
of the envelopes is for flexibility adequacy planning from a
generation viewpoint. The authors account for sub-hourly
dynamics by using dynamic models of the power system
generators, providing flexibility to the power systems. The
method proposed by the authors does not account for flexibility from sector coupling. Additionally, since the models are included within the economic dispatch framework
that the authors propose, the models are simplistic linear
time-invariant systems. This limits the representation of
more complex, flexibility providing resources such as TCLs
which have flexibility rebound effects. A rebound effect occurs when the changes in power consumption of a flexible
resource from activation of flexibility at a particular time
restrict its ability to do so again in subsequent time steps
[21, 22].
To summarize, a useful flexibility metric must:

2. Short Term Flexibility Planning
The increasing levels of sector integration between electricity, gas, heat, transportation, etc. have created ample
opportunities for the FSP to include flexible demand in
its portfolio. The demand response policies (DRP) designed by the FSP, therefore, play a crucial role in determining the amount of operational flexibility that can be
extracted from its portfolio. The FSP needs short-term
flexibility planning to design suitable demand response
policies that maximize the flexibility from its portfolio.
Just as the system operator (SO) requires metrics such as
EUE, LOLE, etc. to evaluate and compare long term flexibility measures (such as network expansion, generation
planning, etc.), the FSP also requires metrics to evaluate
short term flexibility measures (such as designing DRPs,
selecting an operational strategy, comparing the value of
flexibility from different products, etc.).
Figure 1 shows a typical scenario-based flexibility evaluation procedure for an FSP. For a given flexibility request
(FR) signal the FSP expects to receive from a Flexibility
Requesting Party (FRP) and the designed DRP (χ), the
FSP executes an operational simulation subject to the operational constraints of the resources in its portfolio. Such
constraints can be the minimum duration for flexibility
provision, the maximum number of flexibility activation
requests received, etc. Since the FR signal is an uncertain
quantity for the FSP to determine, the FSP executes the
operational simulation for multiple scenarios, each with
a different realization of the FR signal. The results of
these simulations are then quantified into flexibility metrics which are used to compare different DRPs and select
the most appropriate policy.
The inclusion of operational simulation in Fig. 1 serves
an important purpose in this quantification process. An
important determinant of flexibility is the possible rebound
effect [23, 24] that occurs after its activation. The authors
believe that it is imperative that any flexibility quantification metric must be inclusive of this information. By executing an operational simulation, such effects are inherently captured through resource operational constraints.
After settling in on a suitable DRP (coming out of redbox in Fig. 1), the FSP can determine if flexibility obtained from its portfolio is sufficient to fulfill the expected
flexibility requests. If the portfolio flexibility is deemed insufficient, any additional flexibility can be procured either
via the intraday market and demand response market or
through bilateral contracts.

1. provides an assessment of portfolio-level aggregated
flexibility considering operational characteristics of
diverse resources in the portfolio,
2. account for resource and network constraints,
3. account for uncertainty in VRES power production,
flexible load demand, and flexibility requests,
4. accounts for the applied strategy of control and coordination of resources, and finally,
5. is intuitive to understand.
In this paper, we propose three new metrics to quantify operational flexibility. The proposed flexibility metrics are the first, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, to
jointly satisfy all the above requirements. The key characteristic of the newly proposed metrics is in their ability
to quantify the portfolio response to uncertain flexibility
requests while accounting for the network, resource, and
spatio-temporal constraints and the operational strategy
employed to dispatch flexibility. We use a scenario-based
simulation method to achieve this.
The paper is further divided into the following sections. Section 2 introduces the need for short-term flexibility planning to the FSP. Section 3 dives into the current
flexibility quantification techniques and their limitations.
It then introduces the proposed metrics. Section 4 provides an example case study on which we showcase the
usefulness of the proposed metric. Section 5 discusses the
research and provides while Section 6 provides the conclusion of the study.

3. Flexibility Quantification
3.1. State of the art
Some efforts have been made to quantify and represent short-term flexibility from a portfolio using static resource characteristics. For example, in the case of thermostatically controlled loads, temperature bands around the
nominal operating point are used to represent flexibility
3
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For the sake of simplicity, we focus on the case of ramping up of a resource without losing generality and drop the
↑, ↓ notations. Then, νms,k represents the aggregated flexibility (in the upward direction) at PTU k calculated using
the Minkowski summation method (denoted as ms). However, since the Minkowski summation is a set summation
method and is calculated for an interval of time, in this
case for a PTU, it ignores the sub-hourly and sub-PTU
resource inter-temporal dynamics important for flexibility
assessment. To specifically account for these peculiarities
in flexibility assessment, it is necessary to conduct an operational simulation. Consider in the same PTU k, discretized time series with ∆t = 1 min and Nt = 15, such
that simulation time is ∆t · Nt = 15 min. The simulated
power profile of the resource within the PTU k can be
represented by Eq. (2) as shown in Fig. 2.
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Pi [t] = min(a0i,k t + bi,k )


Figure 1: Planning for short term flexibility

where

ai,k = [ri,k

0];

bi,k =

0
∆Pi,k



(2)

When a resource starts ramping at the start of PTU
k at t = 0, depending on its ramp rate, the time to reach
the required power level can be more or less than the PTU
duration (τP T U = 15 mins). We define Time to Ramp,
denoted by τi,k (Eq. (3)), as the time taken by the resource
i in PTU k to change its operating power by ∆Pi,k units.

[25]. Set notations have also been employed to represent
the flexibility of a resource. In reference [26], the authors
quantify flexibility from a single resource with a set of
power, ramp rate, and energy deviations from the nominal operating point, and represent it as a polytope. When
considering flexibility from a portfolio of resources, total
flexibility is proposed to be calculated by applying settheory methods. One such well-known and ubiquitously
used method is the Minkowski Summation as proposed in
[26]. However, as shown next, this is not an accurate representation of flexibility.
Consider a pool of Ni flexible resources. We denote
the flexibility of resource i at a random PTU (Program
↑,↓
↑,↓
Time Unit) k with the set νi,k
= (∆Pi,k
, ri↑,↓ ). Here,

τi,k =

∆Pi,k
ri,k

(3)

If τi,k is less than the duration of a PTU, then the
resource will ramp up and stay at the new power level
for the remainder of the duration of the PTU as shown
in Fig. 2. When flexibility from multiple resources is activated in PTU k, the aggregated continuous-time power
profile of the portfolio will naturally be the sum of individual continuous-time power profiles (considering a copperplate network). We refer to this as an Individual Power
Profile (IPP) Summation method. If all the resources have
the same τi,k , the ramp rate of the portfolio will be given
by Eq. (1). Consequently, the time to ramp for the portfolio will be given by Eq. (4).

↑
∆Pi,k
is the available power deviation (P i − Pi,k ) in the
↓
upward direction and ∆Pi,k
is the available power devia↑
↓
tion (Pi,k − P i ) in the downward direction. ri,k
and ri,k
are the available ramp rate in upward and downward direction respectively. Pi,k is the scheduled operating state
at start of PTU k, whereas P i and P i are the maximum
and minimum allowable power limits of resource i. The
Minkowski Summation method for representing the aggregated flexibility available from this pool of Ni resources in
PTU k is given by Eq. (1).

PNi
i=1 ∆Pi,k
τms,k = P
Ni
i=1 ri,k

(4)

In the case where at least two resources have different
i
τi,k
, the ramp rate of the aggregated power profile will
decrease at each τi,k , making the aggregated ramp rate of
the portfolio, a piecewise linear function. This decrease
occurs because at each τi,k , the resource i will reach the
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Since the τms,k 6= τagg,k , there exists a difference between the continuous-time aggregated power profile generated using the Minkowski Summation method and that
generated using the IPP Summation method. We refer to
this gap as the Flexibility Gap.
To illustrate the flexibility gap, let us consider a small
example. A portfolio of three flexible resources (R1, R2,
R3), at a randomly chosen PTU k, is selected. Each of the
three resources can increase their power consumption by 1
MW with ramp rates of 1.5, 2, 8 MW/PTU. The flexibility
set ν of the portfolio is given by {(1, 1.5), (1, 2), (1, 8)}.
Following Eq. (1), the total ramp, and power deviation
available from the portfolio in this PTU is νms,k = [(3,
11.5)]. We will drop the PTU notation (k) henceforth
in this example since we consider a single PTU. We take
∆t = 1 min and Nt = 15, such that total simulation time
is ∆t · Nt = 15 min.
Next, consider a flexibility request νreq = [(2.5, 11.5)],
implying a flexibility request for ∆P = 2.5 MW at 11.5
MW/PTU ramp rate. When all the resources in the portfolio are activated simultaneously to fulfill the request,
P the
ramp rate of the aggregated profile trajectory is
ri =
11.5 MW/PTU. Among the three resources, the one with
the lowest τi is R3 (τ3 = 0.125 PTU = 2 min). When
∆P reaches 1 MW, R3 will stop contributing to the total
ramp at t = 2. With only R1
P and R2 now contributing,
the total ramp decreases to
ri = 3.5 MW/PTU. This
process will continue as R2 (t = 7.5 min), and then finally R1 reach their respective ∆P = 1 MW (t = 10 min).
The continuous-time power profile of the aggregated portfolio (in red) and individual resources (in gray) within the
PTU is shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that the total portfolio ramp changes at each τi . In the same figure, the
black line represents the power profile generated using the
Minkowski Summation method. It can be seen here that
τagg = τ1 ≥ τms , where τ1 is the time to ramp for R1. The
shaded region between the two curves is the flexibility gap.

Figure 2: The sub-PTU power profile for resources with short time
to ramp τi,k .

specified power set-point and can no longer contribute to
the aggregated ramp of the portfolio. Therefore, Eq. (5)
gives the time to ramp for the portfolio.
τagg,k = min(max{τi,k : ∀i ∈ Ni }, τP T U )

(5)

Although it seems logical to conclude that τagg,k =
τms,k , it can be proved that τms,k ≤ τagg,k . The basis for
the proof lies in Mediant inequality.
Proposition 3.1 (Mediant Inequality). For positive real
numbers a, b, c, d such that a/c ≤ b/d then the following
holds:
a
a
b
b
≤ ⊕ ≤
c
c
d
d
a
b
a+b
where
⊕ =
c
d
c+d
Corollary 3.1.1. For any PTU k, let Ξk = {τi,k : ∀i ∈
Ni } be the set of time to ramp for each resource in the
portfolio, then,
PNi
i=1 ∆Pi,k
max(Ξk ) ≥ P
Ni
i=1 ri,k
Proof. In the set Ξk , let j be the resource with the largest
∆P
τj,k = rj j = max(Tk ). Therefore,
∆Pj
∆Pi
≥
⇐⇒ ∆Pj · ri ≥ ∆Pi · rj
rj
ri

∀i

Then, from Proposition 3.1, the following holds.
∆Pj
∆P1 + · · · + ∆PN
≥
rj
r1 + · · · + rN
⇐⇒ ∆Pj r1 + . . . ∆Pj rN ≥ ∆P1 rj + . . . ∆PN rj
5

3.2. Inspiration from System Adequacy Metrics
In this section, we seek to be inspired by the metrics used by system operators (SO) to ensure adequacy
in power systems. These will serve as an inspiration for
the metrics this paper proposes. The SO uses the power
system adequacy metrics to make appropriate investment
and policy decisions such that system reliability is maintained. The Loss of Load Probability (LOLE) is an example of such an adequacy metric and it describes the expected number of hours when the load will not be served
by a given generation capacity. This information helps the
SO to determine if the amount of generation is adequate
to serve the forecasted inflexible load. Similarly, the Expected Unserved Energy (EUE) metric, uses the forecasted
data for a given time horizon (typically, a year), and calculates the expected amount of energy that would not be
served with the given generation portfolio. The SO uses
these metrics extensively in generation planning, network
expansion planning, etc.
Since, the power system adequacy metrics (such as
LOLE, EUE, etc.) were created for a system that was
based on the concept of ”generation must always follow
demand”, this concept is no longer ”always” applicable to
the renewable-rich power system. This limits their applicability in future power system planning. To overcome
this challenge, several authors suggested modifications to
existing adequacy metrics that can assist the traditional
generation adequacy studies with VRES. The Insufficient
Ramp Resource Expectation (IRRE) metric proposed in
[27] is a power system flexibility metric that takes into account the operational schedules of generators in the portfolio and provides the expected number of observations
when the system will face ramping shortages arising from
the variations in netload. Another metric introduced in
[28] is called Periods of Flexibility Deficit (PFD). The PFD
measures the frequency of flexibility shortfalls of specified
time duration for each hour. The flexibility needs are derived from netload ramps, similar to those in IRRE. The
calculation of IRRE and PFD follows that of LOLE and
helps the SO in generation planning considering challenges
from VRES. These metrics quantify the system inflexibility based on which generation planning decisions (such as
investments in a more high-ramping generation like gas
turbines) can be formulated.
Due to this lack of metrics to quantify short-term flexibility, many studies employ power system adequacy metrics in some form to the short-term flexibility planning.
Reference [29] incorporates the Expected Energy Not Served
Supplied (EENS) metric with its Conditional Value at Risk
(CVaR) to determine optimal sizing and location of the
DER units in the distribution system using a risk-based
optimization framework. In [30], the authors employ Expected Unserved Energy (EUE) and Loss of Load Probability (LOLP) to formulate a reliability constrained unit
commitment problem. Other adequacy metrics such as
SAIDI and SAIFI [31, 32], etc. are also employed to conduct operational studies to evaluate the impact of flexibil-

ity from DER and flexible loads in a microgrid. While the
metrics IRRE and PFD overcome some challenges posed
by VRES, they are still primarily focused on generation
planning in the long term.
The disadvantage of using power system adequacy metrics for short-term flexibility studies stems directly from
their calculation methodology, and consequently, their interpretation. Firstly, these metrics are calculated by aggregation of yearly data, which implies that sub-hourly
dynamics are unaccounted for. This is important since, in
operational time scales, such dynamics can constrain the
amount of flexibility [33]. Secondly, the impacts stemming
from activation of flexibility, such as previously mentioned
flexibility rebound effects cannot be captured through these
metrics. Thirdly, since these metrics are designed to evaluate the power system’s ability to meet demand in the long
term [34], they do not consider any network-related constraints or uncertainty in demand and VRES generation.
Despite the disadvantages, the methodology used for
calculating these metrics is noteworthy because it condenses complex relationships between various variables (such
as those defined in AC and DC power flow equations) available as time-series data (yearly load, generation profiles)
into a single numerical value that conveys useful information to the SO about adequacy of generation in the
power system. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, metrics specifically addressing the requirements for short-term
flexibility quantification highlighted in Section 1 do not exist. Few metrics that do quantify short term flexibility are
furthermore shown to be inaccurate (Section 3.1).
In Section 3.3, we therefore propose three new flexibility quantification metrics. These metrics take inspiration
from the methodology used in the calculation of system
adequacy metrics to address the complexities introduced
by requirements listed in Section 1.
3.3. Proposed Metrics
Revisiting the requirements for a useful flexibility metric from Section 1, we propose three flexibility quantification metrics derived from scenario-based simulations. The
proposed metrics provide a comprehensive overview of the
operational flexibility available to the FSP from its portfolio. However, to understand and derive the metrics, it is
first important to define the following terms:
• Flexibility Request (FR) signal: The FR signal (denoted by π) is a time series of power setpoints that
the FSP receives from the FRP.
• Unserved Flexibility (UF) signal: The UF signal (denoted by PUπF ) is determined after running an operational simulation using the FR signal. The FSP
aims to follow the FR signal as closely as possible
by controlling and coordinating the resources in its
portfolio. Therefore, any non-zero values of PUπF will
imply the FSP is unable to fulfill some part of the
flexibility request. Technically, if Psh is the power
6

signal that represents the power shifted by FSP to
fulfill the FR signal, then, we can define PUπF as UF
signal given by Eq. (6).
PUπF = |π − Psh |

flexibility within its portfolio by implementing appropriate
DR actions and operational policies. When internal flexibility cannot be increased any further (i.e., when EFI cannot be increased through DR actions), it uses the EUFE
and EDIF heatmap to calculate the amount of additional
energy that would need to be traded on the intraday market. The FSP’s evaluation of the flexibility metrics also
depends on the operational policy it applies. If needed,
the FSP can change it and use another policy (such as
maximizing available storage level at end of the day, minimizing expected imbalance costs, minimize degradation of
storage, etc.) as well. This gives the FSP the freedom to
not only evaluate flexibility from resources but also compare the impact of a particular operational policy on the
flexibility obtained from its portfolio.
It must be noted here that both the FR signal and the
UF signal (input to the operational simulation and the
output generated from it), are time series characterized
by signal time resolution ∆t and the total number of time
steps Nt . The resolution of this time series depends on the
user-selected simulation and the dynamics of interest. For
example, in a typical optimal dispatch simulation with an
interest in sub-hourly dynamics, the ∆t can be in minutes
(1 min, 5 min, 15 min, etc.), while in closer to real-time
dynamic simulation with predictive control and an interest
in transient dynamics, ∆t can be in seconds. In either case,
once these signals are known, the proposed metrics can be
calculated.

(6)

We can now define the three metrics:
3.3.1. Expected Unserved Flexible Energy (EUFE)
The energy in the UF signal (PUπF ) after serving a flexibility request π is the unserved flexible energy (UFE).
However, the FR signal is an uncertain quantity for the
FSP to determine. To address uncertainty in the flexibility evaluation, the FSP considers a range of FR signals (π1 , π2 . . . πn ∈ Π) to obtain the expected value of the
UFE. This expected value is termed as Expected Unserved
Flexible Energy (EUFE) and calculated using Eq. (7). The
EUFE metric is similar to the calculation of the power system reliability metric Expected Unserved Energy.
EUFE =

Nt
1 X ∆t X
P π [t]
·
·
Nπ
60 t=1 U F

(7)

π∈Π

Here, PUπF is the UF signal in M W , ∆t is the time
resolution in min and Nt is the total time steps in the UF
and FR signals, and Nπ is the total number of FR signal
scenarios.
3.3.2. Expected Durations of Insufficient Flexibility (EDIF)
The Expected Duration of Insufficient Flexibility (EDIF)
is a graphical measure of flexibility. It aggregates the UF
signal calculated after analyzing all the Nπ UF signals to
generate an overview of time periods of insufficient flexibility in the portfolio and its direction and presents it as
a heatmap.

4. Example Study
Consider a virtual power plant (VPP) that aggregates
a lot of distributed wind generators in a region. The VPP
optimizes its power exchange for each hour of day D with
the external grid by executing a day-ahead scheduling program on D-1. The VPP is its own BRP, once the schedule
is confirmed by the TSO, it is solely responsible for any
imbalance occurring in its area. Since the VPP is a collection of distributed VRES, forecasting errors, and hence
imbalances are inevitable. It, therefore, requires flexibility
to avoid unforeseen costs arising from the resulting imbalance. In this example, we only consider the flexibility
needs arising from forecasting errors, although the proposed metrics can be applied to evaluate portfolio flexibility to participate in other value chains as well, such as
congestion management in distribution grids. The VPP
contracts an FSP to obtain this flexibility. The FSP can
use multiple electrical and thermal loads connected to the
local electric and heat network and exploit their flexibility.
The FSP, therefore, must evaluate its portfolio’s flexibility
to properly assist the VPP to manage its imbalance.

3.3.3. Expected Flexibility Index (EFI)
Expected Flexibility Index or EFI provides a more general and intuitive indication of the flexibility of a portfolio.
EFI is a unitless measure of the operational flexibility of
the portfolio. It is the expected value of F̂π (0) calculated
over the set of FR signals (π1 , π2 . . . πn ∈ Π). Here, F̂π is
the Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF)
(shown in Appendix A) of the UF signal PUπF . F̂π (0) denotes the fraction of the UF signal π that is zero. The
FSP’s ability to fulfill the FR signal is indicated by F̂π (0),
which is the fraction of the total time steps where the value
of PUπF is 0. The FSP is completely flexible to fully service the FR signal π when F̂π (0) = 1. Conversely, the
FSP is completely incapable of servicing any FR signal
when F̂π (0) = 0. While no particular value is a reference
for EFI, the FSP should desire a value as close to 1 as
possible.
The FSP uses the EFI metric as part of the flexibility
assessment of its portfolio (as shown in Fig. 1). The FSP
evaluates the EUFE and EFI of its portfolio and by combining these two metrics with the EDIF heatmap, increases

4.1. FSP’s Portfolio Description
In this example, the portfolio of the FSP is a multienergy system (as shown in Fig. 4). The choice of selecting the FSP portfolio as a multi-energy case study as
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Table 1: Flexibility parameters for resources
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GH-B
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Figure 4: Proposed multi-energy system setup representing the
FSP’s portfolio. The red area represents the heat network while
the black part represents the electricity network.

opposed to a pure power system one is natural. Given the
prevalence of P2X resources and consequently, tighter integration between electricity and other energy sectors, the
MES must be analyzed as a whole. Ignoring the effect of
one energy sector in an MES to analyze the P2X resources
will result in sub-optimal results [35]. The electric network
interfaces to the higher voltage level via the main substation (here represented as an external grid (EG)). There are
two additional substations (SS-A and SS-B) servicing two
feeders (F1 and F2). These substations are connected to
EG via underground cables. Additionally, SS-A connects
a small-scale fuel cell (FC) to the electrical grid while SSB is connected to a large electrical boiler (EB). The EB
interfaces the electrical grid to the local heat grid. The
heat grid is responsible for supplying necessary heat to
two nearby greenhouses (GH-A and GH-B). For emergencies, the heat grid also contains a peak boiler (PB) operated using natural gas. A thermal storage (TS) tank
is available as a buffer and to reduce the dependence on
GB. A building load (B) is connected to SS-B via a heat
pump (HP). The FSP controls F1, F2, FC, EB. Additionally, it controls the temperatures inside the building (θB )
and the greenhouses (θGH ). The building temperature is
controlled by modulating the HP power, while the temperatures inside GH-A, GH-B are controlled by modifying
the thermal power demand of greenhouses. To meet the
thermal power demand, the FSP controls the EB and GB
thermal power outputs. Table 1 lists the upper and lower
limits of power and ramp rates of flexible resources in the
given portfolio.

Resource
EB
Fi
Fi
FC
FC
HP
HP
B
GHi

Parameter
P EB , P EB
P F,i , P F,i
↓
↑
rF,i
, rF,i
P FC, P FC
rF↓ C , rF↑ C
P HP , P HP
↓
↑
rHP
, rHP
θB , θB
θGH , θGH

Value
0, 1
0, 3
-3, 3
0, 3
-3, 3
0, 2
-2, 2
24, 25
33, 34

Unit
MW
MW
MW/PTU
MW
MW/PTU
MW
MW/PTU
◦
C
◦
C

PB

Q̇P B , Q̇P B

0, 0.5

M Wth

TS

Q̇T S , Q̇T S

-0.5, 0.5

M Wth

TS

Ṡ T S , Ṡ T S

0, 0.5

M Wth

significant amount of wind power in its portfolio. Due to
inherent uncertainty in weather, there almost always exists a difference between the day-ahead committed power
from the wind generator and the actual power generated,
which gives rise to wind power forecasting errors. In this
case, we assume that the VPP portfolio is dominated by
wind power, and therefore, the VPP’s flexibility requests
comprise mainly of these wind power forecasting errors.
It is shown in [36] that wind power forecasting errors can
be modeled using a Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian
model is parameterized by N (0, 0.1). We consider power
balancing at the point of common coupling of VPP and
the grid and assume, with no loss of generality, that network constraints are respected. A dummy power system
load represents the FR signals at the point of common
coupling.
4.3. Operational Simulation
The FSP looks to maximize its ability to service any
flexibility request (π) it receives from the VPP. In other
words, the FSP’s operational policy X is to minimize the
UF signal and is given by Eq. (8).
X = min | PUπF |

(8)

Since the direction of imbalance, PUπF , is not as relevant as the magnitude (imbalance in whichever direction
it occurs, is always penalized), we minimize the absolute
value of PUπF . In this example study, we set ∆t = 15 min
and Nt = 96 to represent an optimal re-dispatch for the
entire day. We are interested in understanding the impacts
of thermal temperature range on flexibility and flexibility
from sector coupling. Since the dynamics in the heat sector
are slower than those in the electricity sector, this choice
of time resolution is justified. It must be noted, however,
that it is also possible to consider finer resolution signals
with ∆t = 5 min or ∆t = 1 min to quantify flexibility using
the proposed method and metrics when resources such as

4.2. FR Signals
The FSP receives the FR signal from the VPP to selfbalance its renewable-rich portfolio throughout the day.
To prepare for it, the FSP needs to assess the internal
flexibility of the portfolio. Since the FR signal is an uncertain quantity for the FSP to determine, to consider this
uncertainty, the FSP generates possible scenarios of the
FR signals. In this case, we assume that the VPP has a
8

P (MW)

electrolyzers, battery systems are included where the subPTU dynamics can be more relevant in the quantification
process.
The objective in Eq. (8) is subject to various equality and inequality constraints in Appendix B. These constraints form the original DRP employed by the FSP. The
resulting MILP problem is modeled in Python using pyomo [37] environment and solved using the Gurobi solver.
The simulations are carried out on a dual-core Intel i710510U CPU @ 1.80GHz running Ubuntu 20.04.
4.4. Overview of Case Studies

7.5
5.0
2.5
0.0
2.5
5.0
7.5

Available Flexibility

0

24

48
Time (PTU)

72

96

Figure 5: Assessing flexibility using Minkowski Summation. The red
lines indicate the FR signal scenario set. The black dashed lines
indicate the upper and lower levels of allowable power excursion calculated using the Minkowski method. The available flexibility bound
is calculated in each PTU for the next PTU.

In total, we investigate five cases. These are divided
into three subsections for easier understanding. The first
subsection Section 4.5 is the Flexibility Assessment using
Minkowski Summation. We perform Minkowski summation as the baseline and show the difference between this
assessment and the one obtained using the proposed EFI
and EUFE metrics, and the EDIF heatmap (calculated
using scenario-based simulation approach) is highlighted.
The second subsection Section 4.6 is the Flexibility Assessment for Designing DRP. In this subsection, we investigate
two cases (C2, C3), built upon the results from C1. Herein,
we show the use of proposed metrics and heatmap to assist
the FSP in tuning their DRPs. The third subsection Section 4.7 is the Flexibility Assessment for Intraday Market
Participation. In this subsection, two more cases (C4 and
C5) are investigated which further build upon the results
from C3. The idea here is to show the use of the proposed
metrics and heatmap in assisting the VPP+FSP entity
plan for flexibility shortages using the intraday market.
The cases are explained in further detail in the following
subsections.

proposed in this paper to show that this characterization is
invalid. A major limitation here in addition to previously
mentioned issues is that the assessment from this method
does not inform the FSP of changes occurring in the event
of the activation of flexibility in any resource. In such
an event, the resource’s and consequently, the portfolio’s
operational state changes. The available power deviation
and ramp rate from the resource change for a subsequent
time step, directly impacting the flexibility available in
subsequent periods. Therefore, a re-assessment of portfolio flexibility is needed every time flexibility in a resource
is activated.
To compare with the method proposed in this paper,
flexibility is evaluated by conducting a simulation-based
assessment and then calculating the proposed metrics for
this case. In this baseline case C1, the operational constraints given by Eqs. (B.1) to (B.13) form the DRP. The
temperature in the office building is to be maintained between 24◦ C and 25◦ C. For the greenhouses, the temperature must be maintained between 33◦ C and 34◦ C. The
total load on feeders F1 and F2 cannot be ramped by more
than 3MW in either direction per PTU. The fuel cell generator power rating is 3MW, which limits its flexible operation. The values for the parameters are summarized in
Table 1.
For C1, the operational simulation results in a EUFE
value of 1.858 MWh and the EFI value of 0.906. Although the EFI is more than 0.9, a high flexibility index,
a closer look at FR and UF signals in the worst-case scenario in Fig. 7 shows that while the FR signal is absorbed
in most parts of the day (PUπF = 0), the UF signal still has
large and frequent variations in the remaining time steps.
This indicated that the DRP merely aggregates and shifts
the imbalances in the FR signal to certain times during
the day. This is supported by the calculation of imbalance energy in the FR signal set was 1.92 MWh, whereas
the EUFE calculated after C1 simulation is 1.858 MWh.
Therefore, the current DRP is highly ineffective and allows the FSP to reduce the imbalance energy by 3% only.

4.5. Flexibility Assessment Using Minkowski Summation
This method explicitly takes into account only the ramp
rates (in terms of M W/min) of the electrical assets of the
FSP —F1, F2, FC, EB, and HP. In other words, the flexibility of the resources connected to the heat grid (e.g. TS,
...) and the operational inter-dependencies resulting from
sector coupling are not captured by the method.
As discussed previously, Minkowski Summation for flexibility assessment is not based on simulation, but on set
summation. The FSP using this method for flexibility assessment does so by calculating the aggregated power deviation and ramp rate available from the resources’ planned
operational state (the D-1 optimal power schedule) for
each required interval of time and at each required time
step using Eq. (1). This gives upper and lower bounds on
the power excursions that its portfolio can take in each
interval of time at each time step. For our MES case, the
Minkowski evaluated bounds are shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 5 can be interpreted as follows: the FSP is assured that there is enough flexibility in the portfolio to
fulfill any received FR signal it receives at any point in
time. In the rest of this section, we will use the metrics
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Figure 8: The ECDF of the FR signals and UF signals obtained
from scenario simulations for C1 provide us with the expected flexibility index. This also shows that relatively larger power variations
compared to FR signals exist, but only for few time steps.

Figure 6: EDIF heatmap for C1. As is visible, there exist significant
durations of insufficient flexibility early in the morning, few in the
daytime, and then again at late night. This is true for almost all the
scenarios.
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Power (MW)

0.4
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studies are designed: C2 and C3, representing two options
for DRP tuning.

Puf

1.0

0.6

• C2: The temperature bands are increased by ±1◦ C
across all three thermal loads (B, GH-A, GH-B).
Since the modification is time-invariant, this is referred to as additional non-targeted DR.

0.5
0.0
0

24

48
Time (PTU)

72

• C3: The office building temperature bands are relaxed only for time intervals with low expected occupancy. The temperature limits in the building are
set to 22 − 27◦ C between 0000h-0800h, and 1900h0000h; to 24 − 25◦ C between 0800h-1900h. An additional constraint is added which ensures that the
building temperature is equal to 24◦ C at 0800h (typical start of work hour). The temperature bands for
greenhouses are kept unchanged from C1. The reason for this choice of DRP stems from the knowledge
that crop yields are sensitive to ambient temperature
variations and therefore maintaining the greenhouse
temperature will have greater priority than maintaining thermal comfort in the office temperature.
Since this DR strategy has time variance, it is referred to as additional targeted DR.

96

Figure 7: The FR signal realization from Π and the corresponding
PUπF signal in C1 which has the worst UFE. While the FR signal is
absorbed in most parts of the day (PUπF = 0), the UF signal still has
large and frequent variations in the remaining time steps, indicating that the policy merely aggregated and shifted the imbalances to
certain times in the day.

In Fig. 6, the expected times (PTUs) where the FSP’s
portfolio flexibility is insufficient to service the FR signal
scenario set Π is shown. The streaks on the heatmap reflect the magnitude of PUπF for each scenario. The ECDF
chart corresponding to the signals in Fig. 7 representing
the flexibility index is shown in Fig. 8.

The operational simulation of C2 with updated temperature ranges results in a EUFE of 0.746 MWh. This
shows an incredible increase in flexibility of the portfolio by
≈ 60% compared to C1. The EFI of 0.934 corroborates the
result that increasing temperature bands by ±1 degrees on
all thermal loads can provide significant flexibility to the
FSP. This is also visible with the EDIF heatmap in Fig. 9
where the streaks are reduced in intensity and frequency
of occurrence across all scenarios. It can be observed that
for the same PTUs that had a high magnitude of unserved
flexibility in C1, the corresponding values for C2 are lower,
some even reduced to zero. Although the magnitude and
frequency of occurrence of unserved flexibility are reduced
to some extent, it exists prominently in most of the scenarios.

4.6. Flexibility Assessment for Designing DRP
It is visible from the calculated metrics and the EDIF
heatmap that the baseline DRP on the portfolio is highly
incapable to service the FR signal set, despite the assessment made using the Minkowski Summation method. The
largest magnitudes in the set of PUπF can be seen particularly in the early mornings, midday, and then late-night
periods. The FSP will want to reduce the EUFE of its
portfolio while also improving the EFI. An obvious source
of additional flexibility is the thermal flexibility from the
thermal loads. An increased range for temperature variability will proportionally allow increased power variations
(Eq. (B.4)), and therefore, create greater flexibility in the
portfolio. By modifying constraints in C1, two new case
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4.7. Flexibility Assessment for Intraday Market Participation
Although a lot more combinations of DR actions can
be evaluated, such as targeted temperature band variations for greenhouses, however, for the sake of brevity, we
assume that this is the maximum flexibility that the FSP
can obtain from its portfolio. This implies that the EUFE
of 0.608 MWh (value from C3) still needs to be procured
from external sources and therefore, this information is
relayed by the FSP to the VPP. In this example, the additional flexibility is procured by the VPP from the intraday
market. Two strategies (and consequently, two new cases)
for the VPP are envisioned:

1.5

• C4: VPP is a risk-taking entity and buys energy
equivalent to average UFE in each PTU in C3.

1.0
0.5

• C5: VPP is a risk-averse entity and buys energy
equivalent to UFE in the worst performing scenario
in C3.

0.0
0.5
72

48
Time (PTU)

As shown in these cases, the metrics EUFE, EFI, and
EDIF heatmap helps the FSP to compare flexibility from
different DRPs and resources in a quantitative manner. In
the previous cases, it can be seen from an improved EFI
and EUFE values, that targeted DR actions will have a
greater impact on the operational flexibility of the FSP
portfolio.

2.0

48
Time (PTU)

24

Figure 11: The temperatures for greenhouses and office building in
FSP portfolio.

With C3, the operational simulation resulted in a EUFE
value of 0.608 MWh whereas the EFI is calculated to 0.948,
which suggests that C3 offers an improvement over C2 and
is, therefore, a more effective DRP. The decrease in EUFE
values compared to C1 and C2 can be explained by the fact
that the building heating load is directly connected to the
electricity grid, whereas the greenhouses are connected to
the heat grid. While the heat storage tank along with the
peak boiler and the electric boiler serves the loads in the
heat grid, the heat load for the building is supplied only
from the electricity grid. Thus, the flexibility of the building thermal load is directly available to the power system,
whereas flexibility from greenhouses is indirectly available,
depending also on the operating state of resources in the
heat network. The EDIF heatmap for C3 shown in Fig. 10
shows that the values of the unserved flexibility signal. Although there is not a significant difference, there seem to
be lesser times of insufficient flexibility across all scenarios
compared to C2.

24

GH A
GH B
B

0

Figure 9: EDIF heatmap for C2. Increasing temperature bands on
all thermal loads leads to significant reductions in durations of insufficient flexibility compared to C1.

0

34
32
30
28
26
24
22

In C3, the EFI value was 0.948, which implies that
on average, the portfolio was able to service flexibility requests for 94.8% of the 96 PTUs (leaving ≈ 6 PTUs to be
filled) evaluated for each scenario. Therefore, on average,
0.608 MWh of energy needs to be procured for 6 PTUs
per scenario. The location of these PTUs in the day can
be approximated by analyzing the EDIF heatmap. Upon
consideration of the EDIF heatmap for C3, the six periods
of insufficient flexibility are PTUs 12, 28, 31, 45, 76, 78.
Therefore, 0.608 MWh/6 = 0.101 MWh of energy needs
to be procured for the 6 PTUs.

96

Figure 10: EDIF heatmap for C3. Targeted demand response from
office building load by modifying temperature bands provides slightly
more flexibility to the system compared to C2.

The temperature of the office building and the greenhouses is also shown in Fig. 11. The larger temperature
variation range in the early morning and night periods allows the building load to be more flexible with temperature
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ated scenario 7 is shown in Fig. 14. Figure 15 represents
the ECDF chart for signals in C5. The results from the
cases are summarized in Table 2 and plotted in Fig. 16.
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Figure 12: EDIF heatmap for C4. The energy to be procured from
the intraday market is calculated based on the EFI and EUFE values,
along with EDIF heatmap from C3.
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Figure 13: EDIF heatmap for C5. No streaks indicate that the expected procured energy from intraday market will be sufficient to
guarantee that any flexibility request from VPP can be accommodated.

0.2
Power (MW)

In C4, we specify the power bought from the intraday market (PID (k)) at PTU k in Eq. (B.2) as 0.101
MWh/0.25h = 0.405 MW for each of the 6 PTUs listed.
On executing the operational simulation, the EUFE value
is calculated to 0.077 MWh, while the EFI is 0.987. The
corresponding EDIF heatmap is shown in Fig. 12. Despite
the expectation that procuring the calculated amount of
energy will result in ideal EFI (=1) and EUFE (=0) values,
the obtained values can be reasonably explained.
Investigating the EDIF heatmap for C3, it can be seen
that inflexibility only occurs in a few scenarios at isolated
PTUs and each of them is of different magnitudes. In C4,
we calculated the power to be procured from the intraday market using expected values (EUFE and EFI). This
masks a magnitude of insufficient flexibility in each PTU
and scenario. For a risk-taking VPP, this could be an acceptable solution, since the EDIF heatmap suggests that
most of the inflexibility is measured for some scenarios
and only at a very small number of PTUs. An EFI close
to 1 (0.987) reaffirms that the small inflexibility is likely
to occur in one or two PTUs in a tiny number of scenarios.
In C5, the FSP is a risk-averse entity, which means
that it would analyze the worst-case scenario and plan its
market participation accordingly. To achieve this, more
attention needs to be paid to the EDIF heatmap from C3.
The scenario with the highest unserved flexible energy is
selected, and intraday market participation is derived by
analyzing this scenario. For C3, this is scenario 7. The
unserved flexible energy in scenario 7 is 0.82 MWh and is
seen in PTU 1, 2, 7, 16, 32, 82, and 96. This indicates
an insufficient energy equivalent to 0.82 MWh/6 = 0.1171
MWh for each PTU which needs to be procured from the
intraday market. The value of PID for these PTUs is set
to 0.1171 MWh/0.25h = 0.4686 MW in Eq. (B.2). The
operational simulation with the updated values of PID results in EUFE of 0, and EFI of 1. The EDIF heatmap for
C5 is shown in Fig. 13, where it can be seen that there
are no streaks, implying in all scenarios, all flexibility requirements are met with the proposed intraday market
participation. The FR signal and UF signal for the evalu-
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Figure 14: π 7 and PU7 F . The unserved flexibility is zero, which
implies system is able to fulfill the FR request.

4.8. Economic Analysis
While EUFE indicates the volume of the flexible energy, the value for FSP in using the proposed method to
design DRPs can be best motivated by analyzing the unforeseen costs it would incur due to inaccurate flexibility
assessment. In the UK, according to ref. [38], the average imbalance price in 2019 was 57.06 e/MWh. The
Minkowski summation method for flexibility quantification
suggested the portfolio flexibility was sufficient to fulfill
every FR signal request at each time step. However, using the simulation-based approach, we determined that the
EUFE is 1.858 MWh. For the FSP, this directly translates
to a yearly cost of e 38696. With tuning of DRP, as shown
with C2 and C3, the FSP can reduce the EUFE to 0.746
MWh and 0.608 MWh respectively. Consequently, its unforeseen costs decrease to e 15536 and e 12662 respectively. When FSP engages in timely intraday or day-ahead
market participation to correct these expected insufficiencies in the flexibility calculated in C3, then as shown in
12

Table 2: Flexibility metric values for different cases

Case
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

Characteristics
Baseline
Additional non-targeted DR
Additional targeted DR
IDM with risk-neutral VPP
IDM with risk-averse VPP

EUFE
1.858
0.746
0.608
0.077
0.0

EFI
0.906
0.934
0.948
0.987
1.00

Flexibility Index

1.0

can compare the value of flexibility provided by an altering
temperature bands for electricity grid-connected building
compared to altering temperature bands for all thermal
loads, two of which are connected to heat grid and therefore coupled to electricity grid indirectly. Such a comparison can also be conducted for comparing flexibility from
resources with vastly different operational characteristics,
such heat pump operation in a heat grid and a battery
system in the electric grid. The introduced metrics allow
FSPs to quickly assess contributions of such varied forms
of flexibility intuitively and therefore design appropriate
DRPs. This is shown in this paper by comparing flexibility derived from time-dependent and time-independent
temperature bands for thermal loads.
In C4 and C5, it is seen how the three metrics are useful for deciding participation in intraday markets. It is a
well known fact that prices of electricity closer to gate closure time can be highly unpredictable, and in many cases,
unusually high. The earlier a trade is made, the lower is
the uncertainty in price. Since the EUFE, EDIF heatmap
are calculated offline, the information derived from these
metrics can be used to procure any additional flexibility
required well ahead of time.
However, there are a few limitations to the proposed
method. The first one is computational complexity. The
metrics are computed using scenario-based simulations,
which involve executing FSP’s operational policy subject
to individual resource dynamics and constraints. Firstly,
we assume that the model of the system is an accurate
representation of a real physical system. Any simulationbased approach suffers from modelling assumptions and
inaccuracies when compared to reality. Secondly, if addi-
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Figure 15: The ECDF for the signals in Fig. 14 shows the flexibility
index is 1, implying a totally flexible system.
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Figure 16: Comparison of EUFE and EFI for all 5 cases.

C4 and C5, the EUFE and consequently its costs are further reduced to e 1603 and e 0 respectively, a negligible
amount compared to C1. The economic results are summarized in Fig. 17 and tabulated alongside the technical
results in Table 2. This analysis shows that the proposed
method offers the FSP a significant economic benefit, even
in highly volatile balancing markets.

Flexibility is an unavoidable necessity of the future
power system and FSPs will play a major role in ensuring
its availability. The ability to quantify flexibility is therefore necessary for the FSP to operate. In this research, we
focus on accurate quantification of short-term operational
flexibility considering peculiarities arising from activation
of flexibility, particularly those from demand response.
A unique advantage of the proposed metrics is their
usefulness in comparing resource flexibility that are defined in unique ways. For example, in C2 and C3, the FSP

40000
30000
Costs (in )

5. Discussion

Cost (e)
38696
15536
12662
1603
0

20000
10000
0

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Figure 17: Comparison of unforeseen imbalance penalties for the
FSP when using Minkowski Summation method (C1) and proposed
method for flexibility assessment (C2, C3, C4, and C5).
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tional complexity in models is included for more realistic
representation (for example, including network constraints
such as heat network transport delays, electric network
voltage violations, etc.) the simulation problem can be
hard to solve and becomes time-consuming. To overcome
this, scenario simulations must be well formulated. In this
paper, we considered simple resource dynamics and network constraints to show the applicability and usefulness
of the metrics. The non-linearity in the objective formulation was reformulated to create a standard MILP problem.
A second limitation of the method is that the quantification process depends on the accuracy of scenarios of
the FR signals. While the forecasted signals will never
be 100% accurate and will introduce uncertainties in the
results, using advanced scenario generation and reduction
techniques can partially offset these limitations.
An interesting point of discussion in the presented approach is the choice of the objective function for the operational simulation. We proposed to minimize the absolute
value of the UF signal, which means, we aim to minimize
the absolute amount of energy in the UF signal, ignoring
the direction component of the UF signal. This is a deliberate choice made by the authors for two reasons. One,
the imbalance costs are associated with the magnitude of
imbalance. The type of payment to be made (either from
system to BRP or BRP to system) depends on BRP’s imbalance relative to overall power system imbalance (which
is a highly uncertain quantity). If the magnitude of imbalance is minimized, the payment (in either direction) can
automatically be minimized. Two, consideration of direction appends additional complexity to the quantification
process. Although it has not been studied here, the direction of the UF signal can be included in the objective
formulation as required without affecting the quantification process.
In the future, the research will focus on defining appropriate values of EFI, EDIF, and EUFE for a given portfolio
and objective. Additional work also needs to be done to
evaluate different operational strategies and objectives for
an FSP with FR signal scenarios generated using sophisticated state-of-art methods.

how the proposed metrics can be used to enhance the flexibility servicing capability of the FSP. A short economic
assessment was also conducted to highlight the value of
the proposed metrics to the FSP.
Appendix A. Empirical Cumulative Distribution
Function
ECDF is a common non-parametric estimator used in
exploratory data analysis. Traditionally, it is used to determine the underlying CDF of a dataset.
For a given dataset, {x1 , ..., xn }, the Empirical Cumulative Distribution Function (ECDF) is given mathematically by Eq. (A.1).
n

F̂ (x) =

1X
I{xi ≤ x}
n i=1

(A.1)

where I{·} is the indicator function. It has two possible
values:
(
1
when xi ≤ x
I(xi ≤ x) =
(A.2)
0
when xi > x
Appendix B. Optimization Problem
This section describes the constraints for optimization
problem described in Section 4.3. These constraints form
the baseline DRP formulated in C1. The equality constraints are:

Q̇GH + Q̇B = Q̇T ES + Q̇EB + Q̇P B

(B.1)

PF i + PEB + PHP + πi = PF C + PEG + PID

(B.2)

ST S (t + 1) = ST S (t) − Q̇T S (t) − Q̇l (t)

(B.3)

θ(t + 1) = θ(t) +

(B.5)

Q̇B = Q̇HP = PHP · COPHP

(B.6)

t=0

The paper focused on the problem of quantification of
operational flexibility from a portfolio of flexible resources.
Firstly, the concept of available flexibility and operational
flexibility in power systems was clearly defined and differentiated. Next, existing methods to quantify flexibility
were shown to be inadequate. We then proposed three new
metrics: EUFE, EDIF, and EFI to measure portfolio flexibility. The metrics were calculated using scenario-based
simulations and are shown to assist the FSPs to design appropriate DRP, compare flexibility from various resources,
formulate operational policies, and identify potential insufficiency in flexibility provision from a portfolio. A case
study consisting of a multi energy system was used to show

(B.4)

Q̇EB = PEB · ηEB
Nt
X

6. Conclusions

Q̇(t) − Q̇l (t)
ṁ · c

PFDA
i −

Nt
X

PF i = 0

Nt
Nt
X
˜ DA − X Q̇
Q̇
PB = 0
PB
t=0

(B.7)

t=0

(B.8)

t=0

Equations (B.1) and (B.2) represent the thermal and
electrical power balance constraints respectively. Constraints
in Eqs. (B.3) and (B.4) represent the resource dynamics for
thermal energy storage and general temperature evolution
dynamics for building and greenhouses. ηEB represents
the electrical boiler efficiency, while COPHP represents
the coefficient of performance of the HP. Constraints in
Eqs. (B.5) and (B.6) relate the electrical and thermal powers for electric boiler and heat pump. Here, Q̇B represents
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the power consumption of the building. Equation (B.7)
forms the load shifting constraint in electrical loads in feeders F1 and F2. It ensures that no load shedding occurs by
operating the loads flexibly. Equation (B.8) defines flexibility in operating PB. Since the amount of gas to operate
the PB was brought on D-1 in the gas market, its operation is fuel constrained. Assuming a linear relationship
between fuel used, power output, and hours of operation
of the PB, Eq. (B.8) ensures that the rescheduling of the
gas-based PB uses the same amount of gas as contracted
in the day-ahead market on D-1.
In addition to the equality constraints, Eq. (8) is also
subject to the following inequality constraints:
θGH ≤ θGH ≤ θGH

(B.9)

θ B ≤ θB ≤ θ B

(B.10)

P F i ≤ PF i ≤ P F i
rF↓ i

≤ PF i (t + 1) − PF i (t) ≤

0 ≤ PF C ≤ P F C
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Equations (B.9) and (B.10) represent the upper and
lower bounds on thermal load (GH-A, GH-B, B) temperatures, Eqs. (B.11) and (B.12) represents the bounds on
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